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Abstract. Positioning is the basic link in a multi-mobile robot control system, and is also a problem that
must be solved before completing a specified task. The positioning method can be generally divided into
relative positioning and absolute positioning. Absolute positioning method refers to that the robot calculates
its current position by acquiring the reference information of some known positions in the outside world,
calculating the relationship between itself and the reference information. Absolute positioning generally
adopts methods based on beacons, environment map matching, and visual positioning. The relative
positioning method mainly uses the inertial navigation system INS. The inertial navigation system directly
fixes the inertial measurement unit composed of the gyroscope and the accelerometer to the target device,
and uses the inertial devices such as the gyroscope and the accelerometer to measure the triaxial angular
velocity and The three-axis acceleration information is measured and integrated, and the mobile robot
coordinates are updated in real time. Combined with the initial inertial information of the target device,
navigation information such as the attitude, speed, and position of the target device is obtained through
integral operation [1-2]. The inertial navigation system does not depend on external information when it is
working, and is not easily damaged by interference. As an autonomous navigation system, it has the
advantages of high data update rate and high short-term positioning accuracy [3]. However, under the longterm operation of inertial navigation, due to the cumulative error of integration, the positioning accuracy is
seriously degraded, so it is necessary to seek an external positioning method to correct its position
information [4]

1 Introduction
In order to solve the problem of inertial navigation
under long-term operation due to the cumulative error of
integration, the positioning accuracy is reduced and GPS
absolute positioning cannot be used. This paper proposes
a WSN / INS combined positioning algorithm combined
with wireless sensor network positioning technology.
The algorithm first constructs the coordinate system for
the mobile robot working environment, provides a
working environment for establishing the WSN / INS
combined positioning system, and secondly combines
the conversion methods of the combined positioning
system under different coordinate systems, and uses the
motion characteristics of WMR to establish the
combined positioning system. The equation of state, and
finally according to the linear characteristics of the
established state space model, the Kalman filter is used
to combine the data. The WSN / INS navigation method
uses the sensor data of INS and WSN, and calculates the
redundant or complementary information of these data in
space or time through the Kalman filter according to the
specified method to obtain unified and consistent
positioning information. Because the data collected by
multi-sensor nodes is redundant and complementary, it
can expand the observation scale in time and space, and
*

strengthen the credibility of effective data. This is more
robust and effective for mobile robot formation systems
in dynamic environments. Reliability and improving
working accuracy are very important. The research work
in this chapter will provide a theoretical basis for the
subsequent navigation and formation control research

2 MOBILE ROBOT CONTROL FRAMEWORK
UNDER NETWORK ENVIRONMENT
In the sensor network environment, the control
requirements of mobile robots show new characteristics
compared with the past [5-7]: In the network
environment, mobile robots can perceive information
about obstacles in the workspace through WSN. The
spatial characteristics of sensor network information are
often affected by communication parameters. At the
same time, WSN has the characteristics of strong
awareness and diversified information resources. In
WSN, environment awareness information is obtained
through nodes, and awareness information is also stored
on the nodes. This poses new challenges to the
placement density of nodes, the selection of effective
data, and the effectiveness of information dissemination.
Therefore, when WMR, as the main performer,
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combines sensor networks, it is no longer only a
participant in network communication, but also a
provider of partial information.
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global coordinate system.
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In formular（2）Where a is a 3 × 1 three-dimensional
vector, and the matrix

is expressed as follows：

Fig. 1. Mobile formation control method framework based on
WSN network.

(3)

3 WSN / INS combined positioning
method under loose coupling

In equation (3), the elements
are the
angular velocities of the robot coordinate system relative
to the earth coordinate system. Solve in the robot

In the combined design of wireless sensor networks and
inertial navigation equipment systems, loosely coupled
systems are defined as systems in which each component
in the WSN / INS system has little or no knowledge of
other individual components. The goal of loose coupling
is to minimize the dependence of INS on external
navigation equipment. The external navigation
equipment in the WSN / INS system can be replaced by
other similar functional components.
The proposed WSN / INS combined positioning method
first constructs the coordinate system for the WMR
working environment, and provides a working
environment for establishing the WSN / INS combined
positioning system. Combining the transformation
methods of different coordinate systems of the combined
positioning system, the motion equation of the WMR is
used to establish the state equation of the combined
positioning system. According to the linear
characteristics of the established state space model, the
Kalman filter is used to combine the data.
The expression of time continuous navigation in the
global coordinate system is

coordinate system. The matrix
follows

(4)

The input of INS is a three-dimensional value, which is
derived from the acceleration measured under the robot
coordinate system with respect to the reference value
in the inertial coordinate system.

(1)

and

represents the position and speed in the

is the acceleration
respective coordinate system.
value measured under the mobile robot coordinate
system. The angular marks 𝑒𝑒, b used to indicate which
coordinate system in the current navigation system. They
are the earth coordinate system, mobile robot coordinates
and inertial gyroscope coordinate system. When the
acceleration of the earth is known in the global
coordinate system,

e is expressed as

a) trajectory 1

is the position compensation

is a rotation matrix, which can convert the
value.
vectors in the mobile robot coordinate system to the
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algorithm designed in this paper are feasible and
effective in positioning mobile robots in actual scenarios.
Experimental results show that, in terms of network
connectivity, under different communication radius
conditions, Compared with INS and WSN respectively
positioning WMR, the proposed WSN / INS position
solution method has a comprehensive positioning
accuracy 18% and 59% higher than that of WSN and
INS respectively; The goal also lays a theoretical
foundation for the establishment of a navigation and
formation control system under the network environment.
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b) trajectory 2
Fig. 2. WSN/INS schematic diagram of navigation trajectory
under 14 positioning points
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